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CUP 'O NEWS

REPORT TO THE BRIDGE!
The upgrade for the Marine Training Center bridge simulator becomes truly  immersive

uas Ketchikan campus NOVEMBER 2020

The University of Alaska Southeast Maritime Training Center is home to a
brand new Full Mission Navigation Bridge Simulator!  The existing main
simulator was upgraded this month to an NT Professional 5000 Full Mission
Navigation Bridge Simulator. This has been a milestone project and the
culmination of years of planning involving dozens of people. See page 5 for
more.



The UAS Ketchikan Campus Marine Training Center Simulation Lab has grown
over the years, from its humble beginning and past upgrades to our new 21st
century state of the art Full  Mission Bridge! (Contributed by Bill  Ayers.)

WORLD NEWS
Dr .  radz ilowski  makes newsweek and more

Prof. Radzilowski was interviewed and featured in articles for both the Polish
edition of Newsweek and for Magazine TVN24, the largest broadcaster in
Poland. For Newsweek, he discussed Polish settlers in the Jamestown colony,
and for the TVN24 article, he was interviewed about the Polish-American vote
in the November 3rd election. He gave a brief analysis of how he believed
Polish Americans would vote based on a variety of factors, particularly when
they or their families came to the US, education level,  depth of religious
commitment, and how more recent immigrants to the US voted in the most
recent Polish elections. Particular attention was paid to communities in
battleground states like Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
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FROM SIMPLE TO A HOLODECK
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Read the Newsweek Article HERE.

Don't read Polish? 
See this month's Tech Corner, page 4, for an easy way how.

Read the TVN24 Article HERE.

https://www.newsweek.pl/wiedza/historia/pra-solidarnosc-z-nowego-swiata-strajk-polakow-z-1619-roku-w-jamestown-usa/pqc8ywj
https://tvn24.pl/premium/kogo-amerykanska-polonia-wybierze-na-prezydenta-usa-4739961


LIBRARY GONE TO THE BIRDS
Prof .  Barbara Morgan presented the campus l ibrary's November Ask UAS

On November 19, the Campus Library streamed its third Ask UAS presentation
of the Fall  Semester, l ive on Facebook, to good reception and participation.
Viewers 'f locked' to the narrated slide show, which contained original photos
of over seventy species of locally-found birds. Sustained attendance live
online reached pre-Covid, in-person numbers for previous Ask UAS lectures. 

At the very  end of October,  WISH held
a community event to present and
discuss   the  findings  of  the "Ketchikan
Victimization   Survey,"    which   it con-

Dr .  Ali  Z iegler partners w ith local w ish branch for research
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WORKING WITH WISH

ducted in partnership with Professor Ziegler for "guidance and oversight."
One of the goals of the research was to make WISH programming and
outreach better responsive to Ketchikan's needs. View the video HERE.

View the video HERE.

https://youtu.be/E95BakeDf6w
https://youtu.be/eVQX9xFmTu8


If  you're wanting to read Professor Radzilowski's content in the Polish media,
there's an easy way to do it:  Just use Google Chrome. Chrome now comes with
a built-in extension to translate using just two clicks. The Google Translate
icon will  appear on the right side of the address bar once it detects you are
on a foreign language website. Simply click on the icon, then click on
"English." If  your version of Chrome doesn't have the extension, you can
Google "Google Translate Extension" and install  it  from the Chrome Web
Store for free.

TECH CORNER
The easy  way  to read foreign language websites

The third Wednesday of every month, UAS is a featured
guest on KTKN's First City Forum show with Katherine
Tatsuda. If  you have something campus-related you'd like
to share, this could be your opportunity. 

Secondly, the Spring lineup for Ask UAS needs to be
fil led. If  you have a presentation, lecture, or panel you
would like to either present or suggest, please reach out.

Both are ways to market what we do to the community;
educate, inform and directly engage with our local
community; and express our own interests. This goes for
both faculty and staff.  Contact Michelle at the Library.

WANT YOUR VOICE HEARD?
Radio ,  a  new  conversation series ,  and spring ask uas
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Special  thanks to Mike Funk, for designing, constructing and finishing the monitor
cabinets. Mike did a Shou Sugi Ban style finish that amplifies the wood grain of the
cabinets  and  creates a  striking  burnt  look and texture.  Mike also  took part in
the monitor installation phases of the project which was an immense help.

pedestal Console, touchscreen control panels and full  complement of conning
hardware and more. Together with dozens of hyper realistic computer generated
models of ships, ports and environmental conditions, these hardware and software
applications provide professional quality simulation that accurately replicates real
maritime navigation conditions.

Installed were eleven 72” flat screen monitors,
Instructor Control and Monitoring Station,
Electronic Chart Display and Information
System (ECDIS) Software, Automatic Radar
Plotting Aid (ARPA) Software, VIS 6000
Visualization Software, Center Bridge Console,
Port  and  Starboard  Consoles,  Steering/Helm 
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With the new Full Mission Bridge Simulator, UAS Ketchikan Assistant Professor of
Maritime Studies and Program Director Mike LaBarge, is able to deliver MTR classes
including MTR 220, 225, 226, 228, 239, 250, 252, 254 and VTEC classes 035 and 039.
The new simulator also increases simulator rental options and can help provide
solutions for multiple industry specific training needs. The simulator will  also serve
as a major instrument with which to pursue  important  research  opportunities.

Special thanks also to John Long and Bill
Ayers who did a fantastic job of pre-
installation work, wiring and installing the
new components, and who worked
tirelessly alongside Wärtsilä engineer
Jeffrey Nagel,  during the connection,
calibration and testing phases of the
project. (Contributed by Chris Hoyt.)


